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ABSTRACT

Objective: Daptomycin, a cyclic lipopeptide that exhibits rapid, concentration-dependent bactericidal activity in vitro against a broad spectrum of Gram-positive pathogens, has now, since 2003, been approved in more than 70 countries and regions to treat skin and soft-tissue infections (SSTIs). The purpose of this meta-analysis was to compare the safety and efficacy of daptomycin with other antibiotics, especially with vancomycin which has long been considered the standard therapy for complicated SSTIs.

Design: Meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials (RCTs).

Data sources: We thoroughly searched PubMed, EMBASE, Cochrane Central to identify relevant RCTs. Six RCTs with a total of 1710 patients were included in this meta-analysis.

Results: The results demonstrated that the efficacy of daptomycin was at par with or maybe better than other first-line antibiotics for treating SSTIs as shown by the OR for clinical success (OR=1.05, 95% CI 0.84 to 1.31, p=0.65, I²=0%); daptomycin versus vancomycin subgroup (OR=1.19, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.83, p=0.43, I²=0%); overall microbiological success (OR=1.05, 95% CI 0.61 to 1.79, p=0.86, I²=42%); microbiological success of daptomycin versus comparators for Staphylococcus aureus (SA, OR=1.05, 95% CI 0.61 to 2.60, p=0.53, I²=47%); for methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA, OR=0.90, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.06, p=0.20, I²=56%). However, daptomycin tended to have a similar treatment-related adverse events (AEs) incidence in comparison with other antibiotics (OR=1.06, 95% CI 0.71 to 1.59, p=0.76, I²=41%). The trend showed that daptomycin might cause less discontinuation due to AEs and death compared with other first-line antibiotics (OR=0.71, 95% CI 0.46 to 1.10, p=0.12, I²=11%). Significantly more patients in the daptomycin group had creatine phosphokinase elevation than those in the control group; however, it could be reversed when the therapy ended (OR=1.95, 95% CI 1.04 to 3.65, p=0.04, I²=0).

Conclusions: This meta-analysis demonstrated that the safety and efficacy of daptomycin was not inferior to that of other first-line drugs, and daptomycin tended to exhibit superior efficacy when compared with vancomycin or with comparators for SA infections; nevertheless, more high-quality RCTs are needed to draw a more credible conclusion.

INTRODUCTION

Skin and soft-tissue infections (SSTIs) are among some of the most common infections, usually with mild-to-moderate severity. Distressingly, the incidence of SSTIs has rapidly increased in the USA in the community-acquired (CA)-methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) era, which appears to disproportionately affect certain populations. SSTIs are usually caused by purulent pathogenic bacteria which invade the...
epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous tissue. SSTIs have a wide range, from superficially localized skin infection to deep-seated necrotizing soft-tissue infection which is severe enough to cause disability of extremities or even death. Owing to their different clinical characteristics, SSTIs were divided into uncomplicated SSTIs and complicated SSTIs (cSSTIs). cSSTIs were defined as specific sources of infection or opportunistically pathogenic situations such as trauma, cancer, chemotherapy which were accompanied by impairment of skin barrier function or decreased-immune function.

For hospitalised patients with cSSTI, besides surgical debridement and broad-spectrum antibiotics, empirical therapy for MRSA should be considered. Antibiotic options include vancomycin, linezolid, daptomycin, telavancin and clindamycin and 7–14 days of therapy are recommended. The majority of CA-SSTIs in western countries were caused by S. aureus (SA) and β-haemolytic streptococci. SA is also the main pathogen of hospital-acquired SSTIs, where MRSA exists in high proportions.

Vancomycin has been regarded as the mainstay of parenteral therapy for MRSA infections for decades. Recently, however, its minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) in MRSA have been increasing, and linezolid resistance has been reported likewise. In the fight against MRSA, daptomycin, a cyclic lipopeptide, that exhibits rapid, concentration-dependent bactericidal activity in vitro against a broad spectrum of Gram-positive pathogens is now approved in more than 70 countries and regions. Analyses of daptomycin treatment outcomes showed that treatment with daptomycin has resulted in a high clinical success rate for a wide range of Gram-positive infections, such as cSSTIs at the dosage of 4 mg/kg/day or for S. aureus bacteremia (SAB) and right-sided infective endocarditis (IE) at the dosage of 6 mg/kg/day.

Linezolid can cause anaemia, thrombocytopenia and gastrointestinal side effects, especially with prolonged therapeutic usage. The main side effect of vancomycin is nephrotoxicity, and teicoplanin can cause fever. Daptomycin is a comparably safer antibiotic, with myotoxicity being the most relevant side effect and this can be reversed when the therapy ends. With drug resistance an urgent problem, new antibiotics are needed to treat infectious diseases, and daptomycin might become such an alternative agent, especially when standard therapies do not work. Comparator drugs in this review refer to vancomycin (mainly), semisynthetic penicillins (SSPs) and teicoplanin, which were used as counterparts for daptomycin in the control group in included studies.

The purpose of this meta-analysis was to compare the safety and efficacy of daptomycin with other antibiotics to treat SSTIs, such as vancomycin or SSPs. The safety end points were treatment-related adverse events (AEs), discontinuation due to AEs and all-cause mortality and creatine phosphokinase (CPK) elevation. The efficacy end points were clinical success and microbiological success at the test-of-cure (TOC) visit.

METHODS
Data sources
PubMed (up to September 2013), EMBASE (up to September 2013) and Cochrane Central (Issue 9 of September 2013) were searched to find relevant clinical trials with a prespecified search strategy, which was revised appropriately through databases. Trials other than randomised controlled trial (RCT) were eliminated from consideration. Search terms included ‘daptomycin’, ‘cubicin’, ‘lipopeptide’, ‘SSRIs’, ‘cellulitis’, ‘wounds infection’, ‘abscess’ and ‘erysipelas’, and they were combined by patients, intervention, control, and outcomes (PICOs) principle. No language restriction settled in the searching process. Statistical experts were consulted to make the search strategy and emails were sent to corresponding authors of relevant studies and pharmaceutical companies to gather information about any ongoing RCTs related to daptomycin.

Study selection
Two authors (SZW and ZHT) independently searched and examined the relevant literatures, and scanned the title and abstract of every retrieved article to determine which of them required further assessment. Full articles were obtained when the information given in the titles and abstracts implied that the study included a prospective design research for the purpose of comparing daptomycin with vancomycin or other antibiotics (with or without cointerventions). When disagreements occurred, they were discussed thoroughly to reach a consensus. The inclusion criteria were: (1) any RCTs that compared daptomycin with other antibiotics in treating SSTIs, (2) included patients were of any age, any gender, had a complicated skin and skin-structure infection (SSI) requiring intravenous antibiotic treatment, (3) daptomycin intravenous infusion with any dosage; comparator antibiotics intravenous infusion with any dosage. Cointerventions that targeted confirmed or probable infections with Gram-negative aerobic and anaerobic pathogens were also permitted.

Qualitative assessment
The methodological quality of the RCTs included in this review was independently evaluated by two authors (SWZ and ZHT), using the Jadad scale, which evaluates randomisation and blinding. If the methodology revealed that the study applied appropriate randomisation and blinding procedures, two scores were given to randomisation and two scores to blinding. If it only mentioned about randomisation or blinding but no detail was elucidated, one score was deducted accordingly. If information about attrition was thoroughly elucidated, one score was given. Thus, the score ranges were from 0
to 5 and a trial with a score higher than 2 was considered a trial of high methodological quality.

**Data extraction**

Two review authors (SWZ and ZHT) independently extracted data with a prespecified data extraction form specifically designed for this review. The data extraction form included the following detailed information: (1) year of publication, clinical settings, (2) the number of intention-to-treat (ITT) and clinically evaluable (CE) patients, (3) descriptions of dose, route and timing of daptomycin and other antibiotics, (4) clinical success, microbiological success, treatment-related AEs, discontinuation due to AEs and all-cause mortality and CPK elevation cases. If missing data were detected in the trial reports, the corresponding authors were contacted to request for information. If this was not successful, ITT analyses were conducted for all dichotomous outcomes (eg, clinical success, microbiological success, treatment-related AEs, all-cause mortality).

**Analysed outcomes**

The primary outcomes of this review were clinical success and microbiological success. Outcomes were judged by clinical and microbiological evaluations performed at the baseline (within 72 h before receipt of the first dose of study drug) and at the TOC visit (6–20 days after receipt of the last dose). Clinical success was defined as the test subjects exhibiting biological indicators that no further antibiotic therapy was required at the TOC visit. Microbiological success was defined as the eradication of pathogen (present at admission but absent from culture at the TOC visit) or the presumed eradication of pathogen (no material available for culture but the patient was deemed as cured or improved by the study investigator at the TOC visit). Secondary outcomes were proportions of patients with treatment-related AEs, discontinuation due to AEs and all-cause mortality, and cases of CPK elevation.

**Data analysis and statistical methods**

Data analyses of this review were performed by Review Manager 5.2 (Version: 5.2.6, Cochrane Collaboration, UK). Clinical heterogeneity was assessed in the population, methodology, and in the intervention and outcome measures of each study to evaluate whether pooling of results was feasible. Heterogeneity assessment was performed using the $\chi^2$ test, where a p value less than 0.1 was considered as the significance set. A funnel plot was applied to check for publication bias and $I^2$ was applied to estimate the total variation attributed to heterogeneity among studies. Values of $I^2$ less than 25% were deemed to have low heterogeneity, and a fixed-effect model for meta-analysis was then used. Values of $I^2$ between 25% and 75% were considered to represent moderate levels of heterogeneity, and a random effects model was then utilised. Values of $I^2$ higher than 75% indicated high levels of heterogeneity, in which case no

**RESULTS**

**Study selection process**

Flow diagram in figure 1 shows the whole scanning and selection process. A total of 310 articles were retrieved by means of electronic database searches. After deleting duplicates, 293 articles were retained to read the title and abstract. Full text of 25 articles was then obtained for further review after scanning. Additionally, emails were sent to AstraZeneca China which is in charge of marketing daptomycin in China. We were informed that the phase-3 clinical trial of daptomycin for SSTIs was completed in China, yet so far no data have been published. Finally, 6 of the 23 articles met the inclusion criteria.

The main characteristics of the six RCTs (type of study design, Jadad score, characteristics of patients, dose and treatment duration of studied drugs, ITT population, CE population) included in this meta-analysis are presented in table 1. All of the six studies were multicentre trials. The total number of patients included in the trials was 1710. Only adults were enrolled in the included trials, and one trial only aimed at elder patients aged at least 65 years. In terms of methodology, all the six included trials were deemed eligible, with a Jadad score ≥2. Allocation concealment was not thoroughly stated in all the six included trials. Funnel plots were performed to check publication bias (SE of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Jadad score</th>
<th>Patients characteristics</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Comparator (type, dose, treatment duration)</th>
<th>ITT, n (daptomycin vs comparator)</th>
<th>CE, n (daptomycin vs comparator)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Konychev et al</td>
<td>Multicentre Evaluator-Blinded RCT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N=120, patients aged ≥65 years with cSSTIs</td>
<td>Daptomycin (dose, treatment duration) 4 or 6 mg/kg over 30 min once daily for 5–14 or 10–28 days with bacteraemia</td>
<td>SSP 2 g every 6 h or every 4 h for PTs with bacteraemia; vancomycin 1 g q12 h for 5–14 or 10–28 days with bacteraemia</td>
<td>120 (81 vs 39)</td>
<td>103 (73 vs 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aikawa et al</td>
<td>Multicentre Evaluator-Blinded RCT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N=101, PTs aged ≥20 years, SSTIs, MRSA confirmed within 3 days</td>
<td>Daptomycin 4 mg/kg intravenously once daily</td>
<td>Vancomycin 1 g intravenously twice daily; teicoplanin 400 mg intravenously once daily</td>
<td>111 (88 vs 22)</td>
<td>74 (55 vs 19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quist et al</td>
<td>Multicentre Evaluator-Blinded RCT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N=194, adults requiring intravenous antimicrobial treatment for cSSTIs</td>
<td>Daptomycin 4 mg/kg intravenously once daily</td>
<td>Vancomycin was administered intravenously according to standard of care for 7–14 days</td>
<td>189 (97 vs 92)</td>
<td>108 (58 vs 47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pertel et al</td>
<td>Multicentre Evaluator-Blinded RCT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N=103, patients ≥18 years, cellulitis or erysipelas intravenous antibiotic therapy</td>
<td>Daptomycin 4 mg/kg intravenously once daily</td>
<td>Vancomycin was administered intravenously according to standard of care for 7–14 days</td>
<td>103 (51 vs 52)</td>
<td>101 (50 vs 51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz et al</td>
<td>Multicentre Evaluator-Blinded RCT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N=100, PTs ≥18 years with cSSSI requiring intravenous antibiotic treatment</td>
<td>Daptomycin 10 mg/kg intravenously q24 h for 4 days</td>
<td>Vancomycin 1 g intravenously q12 h for up to 14 days</td>
<td>96 (48 vs 48)</td>
<td>79 (39 vs 39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbeit et al</td>
<td>Multicentre Evaluator-Blinded RCT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N=1092, patients were aged 18–85 years</td>
<td>Daptomycin 4 mg/kg intravenously once daily for 7–14 days</td>
<td>Penicillinase-resistant penicillin 4–12 g intravenously four times a day or vancomycin, 1 g intravenously q12 h by 60-min infusion</td>
<td>1092 (534 vs 558)</td>
<td>1002 (446 vs 456)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jadad score ranges from 0 to 5, score higher than 2 was considered as trial of high methodological quality.

CE, clinically evaluable; cSSSI, complicated skin and skin-structure infection; cSSTI, complicated skin and soft-tissue infection; ITT, intention-to-treat; MRSA, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; PT, prothrombin time; RCT, randomised controlled trial.
log OR plotted against OR). The six studies were neither participant blinded nor personnel blinded. First, overall clinical success analysis was performed on the ITT and CE populations; second, microbiological success was analysed for the microbiologically evaluable population; third, AEs were analysed for the ITT population. Note that 36 patients with MRSA not identified as the causative pathogen (of these, 35 were receiving daptomycin and 3 were receiving vancomycin) were excluded from the efficacy analysis of MITT-MRSA population in one study. Four of the six included studies were phase-3 trials, one was a phase-2 trial and one was a phase-4 trial. Vancomycin was the only comparator drug used in two trials. In one trial, the comparator drugs were vancomycin and teicoplanin. In two trials, the comparator drugs were vancomycin and SSPs. The infecting organism was confirmed as nor MRSA in patients randomised to vancomycin (control); investigators were permitted to switch therapy to an SSP in one study. ITT patients of all the six studies were designated to receive intravenous therapy, but patients could be switched to oral treatment in three trials if they already had had at least 4 or 5 days of intravenous therapy and had demonstrated clear clinical improvement. Daptomycin, at a dosage of 4 mg/kg/day, was administered in five trials; the same drug at a dosage of 10 mg/kg/day was administered in another study. In all the six trials, comparator drugs were administered according to the standard of care. The efficacy and safety end points were similar across the six included studies.

Clinical success
Clinical success rate analysis was performed on the ITT population (all randomised patients with an SSSI who received ≥1 dose of study medication) and CE population (all patients in the ITT population who met protocol-specified inclusion or exclusion criteria relating to the prespecified assessments and to the absence of confounding factors, including completion of the required visits) as well. The pooling result of the ITT population showed that the clinical success rate of daptomycin was similar to that of comparator drugs at the TOC visit (six RCTs, 1674 patients, OR=1.05, 95% CI 0.61 to 1.79, p=0.86, I²=42%; figure 3A). The data of SA subgroup were not extractable in the study by Quist et al. In terms of the microbiological success rate for SA (methicillin susceptible and methicillin resistant), the pooling result demonstrated that no significant difference existed between daptomycin and comparator drugs (five RCTs, 698 patients, OR=1.59, 95% CI 0.61 to 2.60, p=0.53, I²=47%; figure 3B). After the exclusion of the study by Katz et al, the overall heterogeneity dropped, but the result remained unchanged (four RCTs, 639 patients, OR=1.25, 95% CI 0.83 to 1.89, p=0.29, I²=11%; figure 3C). For MRSA infections, data were successfully extracted from three studies; the overall heterogeneity was expectedly high, under which circumstance random model was applied, and the result showed that the success rate of daptomycin was slightly lower than that of comparator drugs (three RCTs, 203 patients, OR=0.91, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.06, p=0.10, I²=56%; figure 3D).

AEs outcomes and mortality outcomes
In terms of treatment-related AEs, the study by Quist et al was excluded from the pooling result because no information was given about whether AEs were treatment related or not. No significant difference was detected between daptomycin and comparator drugs (five studies, 1521 patients, OR=1.06, 95% CI 0.71 to 1.59, p=0.76, I²=41%; figure 4A). After the study by Katz et al was excluded, there was a dramatic decline in heterogeneity, and the result changed to favour daptomycin (four RCTs, 1425 patients, OR=0.85, 95% CI 0.68 to 1.07, p=0.17, I²=0%; figure 4B).

Discontinuation due to AEs and all-cause mortality during treatment was rare in the six included studies. No deaths were reported in three studies, while another study reported discontinuation due to AEs and death combined. On account of the above reasons, discontinuation due to AEs and all-cause mortality were pooled together. With a total of 1710 patients enrolled in the analysis, the pooling result suggested that no significant difference existed between daptomycin and comparator drugs (six RCTs, 1710 patients, OR=0.76, 95% CI 0.46 to 1.10, p=0.12, I²=11%; figure 4C). A comparison of CPK elevations considered as AEs between the other included studies, after its exclusion, the pooling result showed a trend favouring daptomycin (five RCTs, 638 patients, OR=1.39, 95% CI 0.88 to 2.19, p=0.16, I²=0; figure 2D).

Microbiological success
Microbiological success rate analysis was performed on microbiologically evaluable patients (all patients in the CE population who had a causative Gram-positive organism isolated at baseline); the pooling result showed that the microbiological success rate of daptomycin was similar to that of comparator drugs (six RCTs, 1173 patients, OR=1.05, 95% CI 0.61 to 1.79, p=0.86, I²=42%; figure 3A). In brief, 504 of 624 patients in the daptomycin group and 458 of 549 patients in the control group achieved microbiological success. The data of SA subgroup were not extractable in the study by Quist et al. In terms of the microbiological success rate for SA (methicillin susceptible and methicillin resistant), the pooling result demonstrated that no significant difference existed between daptomycin and comparator drugs (five RCTs, 698 patients, OR=1.59, 95% CI 0.61 to 2.60, p=0.53, I²=47%; figure 3B). After the exclusion of the study by Katz et al, the overall heterogeneity dropped, but the result remained unchanged (four RCTs, 639 patients, OR=1.25, 95% CI 0.83 to 1.89, p=0.29, I²=11%; figure 3C). For MRSA infections, data were successfully extracted from three studies; the overall heterogeneity was expectedly high, under which circumstance random model was applied, and the result showed that the success rate of daptomycin was slightly lower than that of comparator drugs (three RCTs, 203 patients, OR=0.91, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.06, p=0.10, I²=56%; figure 3D).
Figure 2  Meta-analysis of clinical success compares daptomycin with comparator drugs for SSTIs: (A) clinical success (ITT population), (B) clinical success (CE population), (C) daptomycin versus vancomycin for clinical success (CE population). (D) Daptomycin versus vancomycin for clinical success (CE population, excluded the study by Katz et al). The vertical line suggests no difference between daptomycin and comparator drugs. The size of each square represents the proportion of information given by each trial. CE, clinically evaluable; ITT, intention to treat; SSTI, skin and soft-tissue infection.
daptomycin and comparator drugs yielded that significantly more patients had CPK elevation in the daptomycin group than in the comparator drugs group (five RCTs, 1521 patients, OR=1.95, 95% CI 1.04 to 3.65, p=0.04, I²=0; figure 4D).

**DISCUSSION**

This is an updated meta-analysis based on the study by Bliziotis et al, which compares efficacy and safety of daptomycin with vancomycin and other antibiotics for treating SSTIs. There were some clear limitations found.
in the previous meta-analysis. First, it enrolled only four trials, in which three were RCTs, including one RCT which was found to have considerable heterogeneity in our analyses due to a high dose of daptomycin with a short duration. In addition, there was one historically controlled trial (not randomised) which was excluded in

Figure 4  Meta-analysis of AEs compares daptomycin with comparator drugs for SSTIs based on the ITT population: (A) treatment-related adverse events, (B) treatment-related adverse events (excluded the study by Katz et al), (C) discontinuation due to AEs and all-cause mortality, (D) CPK elevations regarded as adverse events. Vertical line suggests no difference between daptomycin and comparator drugs. The size of each square represents the proportion of information given by each trial. AEs, adverse events; CPK, creatine phosphokinase; ITT, intention to treat; SSTIs, skin and soft-tissue infections.
this review. Besides the previous three RCTs, three more RCTs were considered to be eligible in terms of clinical homogeneity. Daptomycin was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in September 2003, for treatment of complicated SSTIs because of the drug-resistant urgency. However, there were only a handful RCTs available, and a distinct lack of high-quality meta-analysis yielding high-level clinical evidence.

The results of this review indicate that daptomycin was as effective and safe as other drugs in treating SSTIs. The clinical success rate of daptomycin in the ITT population (OR=1.05, 95% CI 0.84 to 1.31, p=0.65, I²=0) and CE population (OR=0.99, 95% CI 0.73 to 1.35, p=0.97, I²=0) was equivalent to that of other drugs used to treat SSTIs. Of note, in the study by Katz et al, a high dose (10 mg/kg/day) intake of daptomycin with a short-treatment duration (4 days) led to reduced clinical and microbiological success rate of daptomycin, when compared with comparator drugs. This shortened therapy duration could possibly have undermined the efficacy of daptomycin and brought about some clinical heterogeneity, resulting in statistical heterogeneity in our data analyses. The microbiological success rate of daptomycin was also similar to that of other first-line drugs (OR=1.05, 95% CI 0.61 to 1.79, p=0.86, I²=42%). SA was the main pathogen for SSTIs; the microbiological success rate for SA showed no significant difference between the two groups (OR=1.26, 95% CI 0.61 to 2.60, p=0.53, I²=47%). However, after the exclusion of the study by Katz et al which used a different dosage, the heterogeneity declined, and the result tended to favour daptomycin (OR=1.25, 95% CI 0.83 to 1.89, p=0.86, I²=11%). With MRSA as the most common drug-resistant pathogen in SSTIs, the pooling result of the success rate of daptomycin versus comparators indicated that no significant difference existed between the groups (OR=0.90, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.06, p=0.20, I²=56%). Only 203 patients were enrolled in the MRSA subgroup analysis, while simultaneously the heterogeneity was high; thus, the result should be interpreted prudently. That the included studies were conducted in diverse countries at different times, and that there was a lack of uniformity in epidemiological characteristics for each trial should have some confounding impacts on the final results. Not all the included studies reported duration of treatment; however, the study by Arbeit et al found that significantly more patients in the daptomycin group than patients in the comparator drugs group needed only 4–7 days of treatment; two other included studies found no significant difference existed between the two groups in terms of duration of treatment. Furthermore, there were no significant difference between daptomycin and comparator drugs in terms of treatment-related AEs (OR=1.06, 95% CI 0.71 to 1.59, p=0.76, I²=41%). However, after the study by Katz et al was excluded, daptomycin tended to have less treatment-related AEs (OR=0.85, 95% CI 0.68 to 1.07, p=0.86, p=0.17, I²=0) and less patients associated with discontinuation or death (OR=0.71, 95% CI 0.46 to 1.10, p=0.12, I²=11%). Daptomycin was reported to have potential muscle toxicity, as a result, CPK was closely monitored in the included studies during the treatment process. This close monitoring revealed that CPK elevation occurred more frequently in daptomycin-treated patients (OR=1.95, 95% CI 1.04 to 3.65, p=0.04, I²=0), but on most occasions, it declined to normal levels during or after the therapy. Therefore, one may conclude that daptomycin might be a safer and more efficacious drug to use, in comparison with other comparator drugs in the matters of microbiological success, treatment-related AEs, discontinuation or death. Of note, in the study by Aikawa et al, of the 88 patients in the daptomycin group experienced anaphylactic shock, which was resolved 4 days after discontinuation of drug treatment. Therefore, despite the safety of daptomycin being satisfying, clinicians should be cautious about administering it to patients of hypersensitivity.

Infectious Diseases of America recommended that vancomycin be used for empirical therapy in clinical settings with an increased prevalence of MRSA; for institutions with preponderant MRSA isolates that have vancomycin MIC values >2 mg/mL, alternative agents such as daptomycin should be used. An antimicrobial resistance surveillance in China had also documented that SA and Escherichia coli were the most common multidrug-resistant pathogens for which linezolid, tigecycline, daptomycin and vancomycin provided the best antimicrobial coverage. Vancomycin was also the first-line drug to treat MRSA infections in hospitalised children. So comparing the efficacy of daptomycin with vancomycin is necessary and useful since it could provide helpful data to clinicians. The daptomycin versus vancomycin subgroup analysis of our review found that daptomycin tended to exhibit higher clinical success rate in comparison with vancomycin (OR=1.19, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.83, p=0.43, I²=0). Excluding the study by Katz et al, the pooling that resulted favoured daptomycin even further (OR=1.39, 95% CI 0.88 to 2.19, p=0.16, I²=0).

Daptomycin is mainly metabolised by kidneys. Aikawa et al demonstrated that in patients with mild-to-moderate renal impairment, when compared with patients having normal renal function, clearance of daptomycin was not markedly different. Furthermore, 6 mg/kg of daptomycin once daily was found to be safe for extended dialysis patients, which simultaneously could lower the substantial risk of underdosing of daptomycin. In hospitalised children with cSSTIs, vancomycin, clindamycin and linezolid were recommended for treatment, whereas daptomycin was not mentioned. Nevertheless, daptomycin therapy demonstrated clinical improvement for invasive Gram-positive bacterial infections in children, but the clearance of daptomycin in infants and 2–6-year-old children was higher than that of adolescents and adults. As a result, in order to achieve efficacious exposures, this younger group might need a higher dosage of daptomycin. Vancomycin, however,
has potential renal toxicity which limits its use in patients with renal impairment, and for these patients daptomycin might be an eligible alternative agent. In recent years, vancomycin-resistant SA infection cases have been repeatedly reported in the USA. for; these, daptomycin with an efficacy equivalent to vancomycin could be used as an eligible alternative treatment. Of note, Aikawa et al. found a trend that along with the increment of MICs of daptomycin, the clinical success rate declined gradually. In spite of that, up till now, non-susceptibility to daptomycin remains rare. Recently, one meta-analysis demonstrated that compared with vancomycin, linezolid had superior efficacy for MRSA infections. To the best of our knowledge, there was no RCT directly comparing linezolid with daptomycin for MRSA infections. What is more, cost-effectiveness analysis studies of daptomycin, vancomycin and linezolid for MRSA-related cSSTIs found that daptomycin and linezolid were potentially more cost effective than vancomycin; however, daptomycin had no advantage when compared with linezolid. RCTs about daptomycin aimed at other diseases also proved daptomycin was safe and effective in treating issues like prosthetic joint infection, or SAB and IE at a dosage of 6 mg/kg/day. Note that age was a risk factor for SSTIs since the average age of all patients exceeded 40 years old in the included studies. The mean or median body weight index in four trials (all exceeded 25 kg/m²) also revealed that obesity is also a risk factor.

Additionally, diabetes mellitus, peripheral vascular disease and immunocompromise present the usual comorbid conditions for SSTI. Wound infections were common in surgical departments and surgical intensive care unit, and accounted for nearly 41% of the total patients in four included studies. Although the efficacy and safety data were not charted for specific type of SSTI in every included trial, the high proportion of wound infections in the included studies is adequate to exhibit the safety and efficacy of daptomycin for these.

There are several limitations of our meta-analysis. First of all, none of the six included RCTs were participant blinded or personnel blinded, thus, performance bias was unpredictable. Furthermore, the study by Arbeit et al. had dominant influence on overall clinical success rate analysis of ITT and CE populations, as it weighed more than 70% in these two analyses. Additionally, too few of our data analyses reached statistical significance, which led to insufficient credibility to draw conclusions for some potentially disputable issues.

Conclusions
On the basis of our analyses, suffice it to say that daptomycin does not have an inferior efficacy and has safety equivalent to comparator drugs, especially when compared with vancomycin which has been considered as the standard therapy for cSSTIs. Based on the present evidence, daptomycin is a promising new agent for Gram-positive infections like SSTIs, and more high-quality RCTs are expected to explore its potentiality.
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